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Product number: 17007

Dogtap Light XL - Digital dog tag - silicone - 112
x 70 mm - red | red

coe-datasheet-sw6.pdf.productInformation
With the Dogtap digital dog tag, you offer your four-legged friend additional security so that he can be
cared for in the best possible way and reunited with you as quickly as possible in an emergency. With just
one scan using your own smartphone, the Dogtap provides comprehensive information about you and
your dog in a clear dog profile. This way, you as the owner can be identified and contacted quickly and
easily at any time in an emergency.

Short description

Digital dog tag Dogtap Light XL
Made of flexible silicone
Noiseless and waterproof
Comprehensive info about dog and owner, e.g. contact details, dog's profile, etc.
Readable via NFC or QR code with any smartphone, without a special reader.

Product description
The Dogtap Light is the special alternative to the classic Dogtap Solid tag. The Dogtap Light is made of
food silicone and is simply pulled over the dog collar or harness. Due to the material used and the special
attachment to the collar, the Dogtap Light can convince not only by its special flexibility. It is an absolutely
silent dog tag that accompanies the dog on his adventures without any clinking and clattering. The
Dogtap Light is available in eight different colors and in three sizes. "XL" for the very large, "Big" for the
larger and "Small" for the small ones among the four-legged friends. The Dogtap Light XL has a
dimension of 112 x 70 mm, with a slot width of 5.6 x 50 mm.
The Dogtap contains an NTAG213 chipset from the leading chip manufacturer NXP. All necessary
information about your dog can be easily stored on the chip via our tap21 web portal . The information
can be updated by you at any time. The NFC chip is invisibly integrated in the product and safe from
external influences. Due to the materials used, the Dogtap Light is a very flexible dog tag in which neither
water nor dirt can penetrate. The NFC chip can be read by any NFC-enabled smartphone, non-NFC-
enabled smartphones can use the printed QR code.
More information and comprehensive instructions on the Dogtap, can be found on the Dogtap website.
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Product properties

Product number 17007

Detail colour red

Memory 180 Byte (free: 144 Byte, NDEF: 137 Byte)

Available colours green, black, red

NFC Smart Yes

Water resistance waterproof (IP68)

Frequency 13.56 MHz

Chip NXP NTAG213

Data transfer rates 106 kbit/s

Storage temperature Min -55°C - Max +125°C

Material Silicone

Chip standards / ISO Norm ISO 14 443-3 A, ISO 14 443-2 A

Data retention 10 years

Type Dog tag

Product form rectangular

Compatibility to NFC-enabled smartphones: 100%

NFC Forum Type NFC Forum type 2

Colour category red
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